
 
4/5C Term 2 Report 

 

The students in 4/5C continue to work well. They have worked cohesively to produce two
plays which were performed for the whole assembly in Week 2 this term. The children in
Year 4 produced a play entitled, �“Hunting with Dingoes�” and the Year 5 children produced
one entitled, �“How the Murray River was Made.�” Those students who did not have an
acting role were responsible for the direction of the play and the production of props. All
students filled their roles very successfully and are to be commended for their efforts.

This term Year 5 students have completed the NAPLAN testing. Results will be received
later this year. Year 4 students are being prepared for next year�’s tests through explicit and
systematic teaching in Literacy and Maths. Thank you to those parents who support
Literacy Groups within the classroom.

Currently the students are learning about �“Sound�” in their weekly lessons with Mrs Shaw.
To support this, Mr Lidster, one of our high school computer specialists, is teaching the
children some wonderful computer skills. So far they have been using �“Pivot�” to teach
animation, �“Movie Maker�” to make their own C.D.�’s and movies and �“Audacity�” in their
study of sound. Mr Lidster is doing this while I prepare our Star Struck choir group for
performance in June. We are very lucky to have him doing this.

Our students have run in the Cross Country and a number of them will compete at Zone
Level on 28th May. L.M.G. sport will start next week, 21st May.

Our Literacy this term will focus on the reading and writing of procedures and students will
learn to differentiate between procedures and explanations.

We continue to participate in the �“Count Me In Too�” number program and students are
using strategies well to solve problems.

We look forward to further success for and continued enthusiasm from all students in the
class.

Kerry Crowther
(4/5C teacher)



Our Class during Morning Circle



Practising For Our Plays


